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ABSTRACT
In this work we present a new hybrid method to simulate the thermal effects of reionization
in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. The method improves upon the standard ap-
proach used in simulations of the intergalactic medium (IGM) and galaxy formation without
a significant increase of the computational cost, thereby allowing for efficient exploration of
the parameter space. The method uses a small set of phenomenological input parameters, and
combines a seminumerical reionization model to solve for the topology of reionization with
an approximate model of how reionization heats the IGM using the massively parallel Nyx
hydrodynamics code which is specifically designed to solve for the structure of diffuse IGM
gas. We have produced several medium-scale high-resolution simulations (20483, Lbox = 40
Mpc h−1) with different instantaneous and inhomogeneous H i reionization models that use
this new methodology. We study the IGM thermal properties of these models and find that
large scale temperature fluctuations extend well beyond the end of reionization. By analyzing
the 1D flux power spectrum of these models, we find up to ∼ 50% differences in the large-scale
properties (low modes, k . 0.01 s km−1) of the post-reionization power spectrum as a result
of the thermal fluctuations. We show that these differences could allow one to distinguish
between different reionization scenarios with existing Lyα forest measurements. Finally, we
explore the differences in the small-scale cut-off of the power spectrum finding that, for the
same heat input, models show very good agreement provided that the reionization redshift of
the instantaneous reionization model occurs at the midpoint of the inhomogeneous model.
Key words: methods: numerical, early universe, intergalactic medium, large-scale structure
of universe, reionization
1 INTRODUCTION
The reionization of neutral hydrogen (H i) in the Universe is be-
lieved to be driven by the ultraviolet radiation emitted by the first
galaxies and quasars. Our current knowledge about H i reionization
comes mainly from two observational probes: an integral constraint
from the electron scattering optical depth of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) and the measured transmission of the Lyman-α
(Lyα) forest (McQuinn 2016; Dayal & Ferrara 2018).
The most recent Planck satellite measurements of the CMB
Thomson scattering optical depth, τe, imply that hydrogen was
reionized by z ∼ 7.3−10.6 (∼ 2σ limits from Planck Collaboration
et al. 2018). However, several observations seem to indicate that the
end of reionization occurs at z ∼ 6: the complete Gunn-Peterson ab-
sorption (Gunn& Peterson 1965) measured in high-z quasar spectra
? E-mail: onorbe@roe.ac.uk
and the the rapid increase of the Lyα optical depth and its scatter
(Fan et al. 2006; Becker et al. 2015; Bosman et al. 2018; Eilers
et al. 2018). At higher redshifts z & 6, the Lyα opacity can only
set lower limits on the redshift of reionization, but measurements of
the damping wing of H i in the intergalactic medium (IGM) in the
spectra of z > 7 quasars have recently started to provide interesting
constraints on the hydrogen neutral fraction at these redshifts con-
sistent with CMB observations (Mortlock et al. 2011; Greig et al.
2017; Davies et al. 2018b; Bañados et al. 2018). Therefore the ex-
act details of hydrogen reionization, for example the main sources
responsible for the ionizing photons, are still not known and in fact
several large observational projects within the astrophysics commu-
nity are underway, with the goal of finally fully understanding this
fundamental cosmological process (e.g. JWST, SKA, HERA).
A key aspect of the reionization of H i is that it plays a crucial
role in the thermal history of the Universe. During H i reionization,
ionization fronts around the first sources propagate supersonically
© 2019 The Authors
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and the IGM gas that has been cooling since the Big Bang is pho-
toheated. Studies have suggested a post-reionization temperature of
order 2×104 K depending on the spectral shape of ionizing sources
and the speed of ionization fronts (Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994;
Abel & Haehnelt 1999; Tittley & Meiksin 2007; McQuinn 2012;
Davies et al. 2016; Park et al. 2016; Finlator et al. 2018; D’Aloisio
et al. 2018a). After reionization, hydrodynamical simulations show
that the IGM expands and cools, but because cooling times in the
low-density IGM are long, the thermal memory of this heat injec-
tion can persist for hundreds of Myr (∆z = 1) (Trac et al. 2008;
Furlanetto & Oh 2009). Thus if the temperature of the IGM can be
measured just after reionization at z ∼ 5 − 6, before the thermal
state has fully relaxed, the nature and timing of reionization can
be constrained (Cen et al. 2009; Lidz & Malloy 2014; Nasir et al.
2016; Oñorbe et al. 2017a,b; Boera et al. 2018). The temperature of
the IGM is not the entire story, however. Although baryons in the
IGM trace dark matter fluctuations onMpc scales, on smaller scales
(∼ 100 kpc) the gas is pressure-supported against gravitational col-
lapse by its finite temperature (T ∼ 104 K, Gnedin & Hui 1998a;
Kulkarni et al. 2015; Oñorbe et al. 2017a,b). Analogous to the clas-
sic Jeans argument, baryonic fluctuations are suppressed relative
to the pressureless dark matter (which can collapse). The pressure
smoothing scale of the IGM thus provides an integrated record of
the thermal history of the IGM, and is sensitive to the timing of
and heat injection by reionization events (Gnedin & Hui 1998a;
Kulkarni et al. 2015; Nasir et al. 2016; Oñorbe et al. 2017a,b).
The latest measurements of the Lyα optical depth at high red-
shift have found enhanced scatter at z > 5.5 that cannot be explained
by density fluctuations alone (Fan et al. 2006; Becker et al. 2015;
Bosman et al. 2018; Eilers et al. 2018). The origin of these fluc-
tuations has, however, been hotly debated. One possibility is that
the origin lies in spatial variations in the radiation field (Davies &
Furlanetto 2016; Gnedin et al. 2017; D’Aloisio et al. 2018b) or in the
temperature field (D’Aloisio et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2018a), both
types of which may result from a patchy, extended, and late-ending
reionization process. The existence of these fluctuations could in-
dicate that rather than the faintest galaxies (Robertson et al. 2015),
rare active galactic nuclei (AGNs) play a fundamental role in reion-
ization (Chardin et al. 2015, 2017, but see D’Aloisio et al. 2017),
which is intriguing given that a large population of faint z ∼ 6AGNs
may have just been discovered (Giallongo et al. 2015, see however
Weigel et al. 2015).
Thus, previous work has demonstrated that there is not a sharp
transition from the epoch of reionization to the simple uniform UV
background and tight temperature-density relationship that govern
the Lyα forest at lower redshifts z < 5. Instead, spatially coher-
ent radiation and temperature fluctuations are expected to persist
even after reionization is complete, leaving observable artefacts in
the post-reionization IGM. As a result, the study of the statistical
properties of the z ∼ 5 − 6 IGM, where the transmitted flux is
still significant, can address fundamental questions about reioniza-
tion. In fact, current Lyα forest measurements at z > 4 (Viel et al.
2013a; Iršič et al. 2017; D’Aloisio et al. 2018b) provide constraints
on the power at the relevant scales (10−3 > k > 10−1 s km−1,
10−1 > k > 10 h/Mpc) and therefore may already tell us some-
thing about the effects of inhomogeneous reionization on the IGM
at these redshifts. Moreover the past several years have seen a dra-
matic fivefold increase in the number of z & 6 quasars from deep
wide-field optical/IR surveys (Willott et al. 2010; Bañados et al.
2014; Venemans et al. 2015b,a; Wang et al. 2017). The ongoing
spectroscopic follow-up of these objects (e.g. Eilers et al. 2018)
ensures a significant precision boost of Lyα forest measurements at
these redshifts in the near future.
Despite the apparent simplicity, accurate simulations of the
IGM are hard because of the presence of two spatial scales. High
spatial resolution (∆x . 20 kpc) is required to resolve the density
structure of the IGM, while a relatively large box size (Lbox &
100 Mpc) is required both to capture the large-scale power and
to obtain a fair sample of the Universe to capture the reionization
fluctuation scale (see e.g. Iliev et al. 2014; Lukić et al. 2015; Oñorbe
et al. 2017b; Bolton et al. 2017). Ideally it would be possible to
run radiative transfer hydrodynamical simulations that are able to
provide an accurate description of the sources of ionizing photons
(stars, quasars, etc.). Although significant progress on this front has
been made (e.g. Meiksin & Tittley 2012; Wise et al. 2014; So et al.
2014; Gnedin 2014; Pawlik et al. 2015; Norman et al. 2015; Ocvirk
et al. 2016; Kaurov 2016; La Plante et al. 2017), these simulations
are still too costly for exploration of the parameter space. Post-
processing radiative transfer approaches have also been used in the
field (e.g. Trac & Cen 2007; Iliev et al. 2014; Bauer et al. 2015;
Chardin et al. 2017; Keating et al. 2018; Kulkarni et al. 2018) as
they provide a cheaper alternative and a coarser resolution can be
used to solve the radiative transfer, however they do not capture
the full hydrodynamical evolution. For this reason, seminumerical
and analyticalmethods of reionizationmodelling continue to remain
attractive for efficient and flexible exploration of the parameter space
(e.g. Furlanetto et al. 2004;Mesinger et al. 2011; Alvarez et al. 2012;
Kaurov 2016; Kim et al. 2016; Hassan et al. 2016).
The main methodology, used in most hydrodynamical codes
that aim for moderate to high spatial resolution, is to consider that
all the gas in the simulation is optically thin to ionizing photons.
This allows use of a uniform and isotropic UV+X-ray background
radiation field (e.g. Katz et al. 1996) to define the ionization state of
all gas elements. In this manner, all relevant information about the
radiation field is enclosed by a set of photoionization and photoheat-
ing rates that evolve with redshift for each relevant ion (Haardt &
Madau 1996, 2001; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2009; Haardt & Madau
2012). However, these UVB synthesis models surely break down
during reionization events, and therefore the inhomogeneous na-
ture of these processes is not captured (see e.g. the discussions in
Oñorbe et al. 2017a; Puchwein et al. 2018). Currently, a common
approach in reionization studies is to combine in post-processing
the results of these types of hydrodynamical simulations, for the
high-resolution description of the density fields, with seminumer-
ical inhomogeneous models to study the various inhomogeneous
effects (e.g Mesinger et al. 2015; Choudhury et al. 2015; Kulkarni
et al. 2016)
The necessary next step to improve the predictions of nu-
merical models is therefore to drop the assumption of a uniform
and isotropic background in self-consistent hydrodynamical simu-
lations. Motivated by this, we present in this paper a hybrid scheme
for implementing inhomogeneous reionization physics into large-
scale cosmological hydrodynamical simulations based on a small
set of phenomenological input parameters. These models combine
a seminumerical reionization model to solve for the morphology of
reionization (Mesinger et al. 2011) with an approximate model of
how reionization heats the IGM, using the massively parallel Nyx
hydrodynamics code (Almgren et al. 2013), specifically designed
to solve for the structure of diffuse IGM gas.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe our new method to model reionization in hydrodynamical
simulations and compare it with other methods used in the liter-
ature. Section 3 describes the characteristics of all the hydrody-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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namical simulations studied in this work. Section 4 presents the
results of simulations using one inhomogeneous and instantaneous
reionization models but different heat inputs during reionization.
We compare the outcome of different inhomogeneous reionization
models in Section 5. In Section 6 we further investigate the dif-
ferences between our simulations studying the properties of their
temperature and density fields. Section 7 shows the effects that fluc-
tuations of the UV background could have on the Lyα forest in both
our flash and inhomogeneous reionization models. We discuss in
Section 8 the limitations of our new approach and compare it with
previous work. We conclude by presenting a summary of our re-
sults in Section 9. Finally in Appendix A we present a set of tests in
which we run different variations of the new reionization modelling
method introduced in this paper.
2 MODELLING REIONIZATION IN
HYDRODYNAMICAL SIMULATIONS
In this paper we will focus on non-radiative transfer methods to
implement reionization and the ultraviolet background (UVB) in
hydrodynamical simulations that are suited to creating a large grid
of different models and/or are easily used in combination with ex-
pensive subgrid star formation and feedback prescriptions. In this
context we define three distinct approaches depending on how reion-
ization is modelled in the simulations: homogeneous reionization,
inhomogeneous reionization, and flash reionization.
2.1 Homogeneous reionization
A standard approach to modelling reionization and the UV back-
ground in hydrodynamical simulations is to assume that all resolu-
tion elements are optically thin to radiation. Thus, radiative feedback
is accounted for via a spatially uniform, time-varyingUVB radiation
field, input to the code as a list of photoionization and photoheating
rates that vary with redshift (e.g. Katz et al. 1996). These rates are
obtained from 1D cosmological radiative transfer calculations (e.g.
Faucher-Giguère et al. 2009; Haardt & Madau 2012; Khaire & Sri-
anand 2018; Puchwein et al. 2018), also known as UVB synthesis
models, and give the evolution of both the photoionization, Γγ and
the photoheating Ûq rates with redshift for, at least, H i, He i and
He ii. This method is used in several hydrodynamical simulations
that study galaxy formation and evolution (e.g. Schaye et al. 2015;
Pillepich et al. 2018; Hopkins et al. 2018) and the circumgalactic
medium (CGM) or the IGM (e.g. Lukić et al. 2015; Bolton et al.
2017; Oñorbe et al. 2017b). However, these UVB synthesis models
surely break down during inhomogeneous reionization events and
therefore their use in optically thin simulations has some intrinsic
limitations. One of the most important issues is that the heat injec-
tion in this approach does not behave like realistic ionization fronts
and it is done too gradually so it is therefore usually underestimated
(see e.g. the discussion in Oñorbe et al. 2017a; Puchwein et al.
2018).
2.2 Inhomogeneous reionization
We introduce here a new method to account for inhomogeneous
reionization in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. A simi-
lar but simpler approach was introduced by Feng et al. (2016) based
on seminumerical work by Battaglia et al. (2013). This method as-
signs a specific reionization redshift to each resolution element of
the simulation and works as follows. When the reionization redshift
of a resolution element is smaller than the current redshift of the
simulation, the UVB seen by the resolution element is assumed to
be zero. During the first time-step of the simulation in which the
reionization redshift is crossed we inject a fixed amount of energy
to account for the heating produced by the ionization front (Abel &
Haehnelt 1999). We will first describe how we have implemented
this heating in the simulation, and then discuss how we have gener-
ated the different reionization models.
The heating due to reionization is a complicated process that
depends not only on the shape of the ionizing spectrum but also
on the local density field and how fast the ionization front travels
(Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994; Abel & Haehnelt 1999; McQuinn
2012; Davies et al. 2016; D’Aloisio et al. 2018a). These studies have
suggested a post-reionization temperature of order ∆T ∼ 2×104 K,
depending on the ionizing photon spectrum and the velocity of the
ionization front1. In this work we choose as a first step to simply
parametrize our ignorance of the details of reionization using heat
injection as a free parameter, ∆T . The temperature of the resolu-
tion element after reionization, T post−reion, is then calculated as
follows:
Tpost−reion = (xpre−reionH i )(∆T − Tpre−reion) + Tpre−reion (1)
where Tpre−reion and xpre−reionH i are the temperature and the hydro-
gen ionization state just before reionization and ∆T is again a free
parameter in our code. In this way, ∆T represents the maximum
temperature that can be reached after reionization2. If the resolu-
tion element was already ionized the heating will be attenuated
proportionally. This avoids any heat injection to regions that may
have been already ionized by other physical processes included in
the simulations, for example collisional ionization. Finally, we want
to emphasize that we inject the necessary energy to ensure that the
final temperature of the resolution element will be Tpost−reion tak-
ing into account its final ionization state, xpost−reionH i , with the UVB
already turned on.
While the density dependence of the heat injection during
reionization may be the easiest further improvement that could be
added to the model (see e.g. Kaurov 2016; Hirata 2018), its exact
solution still depends on the assumed velocity of the ionization
front. Therefore we have decided that in order to start exploring the
parameter space, the best approach is to use the simplest model and
assume that the reionization temperature is independent of density,
which is common in studies of the thermal history of the IGM.
We will discuss in detail the implications of these results for our
methodology in Section 8.
After its reionization redshift, the resolution element is as-
sumed to be optically thin and is exposed to the (uniform) tabulated
photoionization rates given to the code. However, in contrast to the
full homogeneous approach typically used in cosmological hydro-
dynamical simulations, in this method the UVB is only applied to
the resolution elements that have already been reionized. Therefore,
we need to provide the evolution of the average UVB in ionized re-
gions and not just the evolution of the average UVB in the Universe.
Of course, once reionization is finished both quantities will be the
same but during reionization they will be very different (see e.g.
1 Results from 3D radiative transfer cosmological simulations are still not
that homogeneous in this regard. The treatment of multifrequency radiative
transfer and particularly of the hard tail of the photon spectrum varies
significantly among the methods and yields a correspondingly large range
of temperatures after the reionization front (see e.g. Iliev et al. 2009).
2 We discuss in Appendix A variations of this approach.
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Lidz et al. 2007). For this reason we have used the photoionization
and photoheating rates of Haardt & Madau (2012)3 for z ≤ 6.0. At
higher redshifts, z > 6, we have assumed that the photoionization
and photoheating in ionized regions are the same as at z = 6.0,
which guarantees that all ionized regions have a H i ionized frac-
tion of xH i ' 10−4. While this approach does not directly include
UVB fluctuations, they can be modelled straightforwardly in post-
processing. We will present the results of adding UVB fluctuations
in this way to our simulations in Section 7
We now describe how we assign a reionization redshift to
each resolution element. We use a seminumerical method based
on the excursion set formalism, applied to the initial conditions
of the simulation, to pre-compute a reionization redshift field that
is read at the beginning of the simulation. We describe in detail
in §2.2.1 how we have done this. Alternatively, the reionization
redshift could be computed while the simulation is running using
the halo mass function computed directly on the fly, or some more
advanced metrics if star formation is also modelled in the code (see
e.g. Poole et al. 2016). We are already exploring this possibility
and will present these results in the near future. In any case, we
want to emphasize that the heat injection method described above
is independent of how the reionization redshift is assigned.
2.2.1 Using seminumerical methods to generate H i reionization
fields
Our method relies on having a unique reionization redshift for each
resolution element in the simulation. In this paper we use a seminu-
merical approach to generate the reionization redshift field based
on the analytical method introduced by Furlanetto et al. (2004) to
describe the morphology of reionization on large scales. In this
model each point at position r has assigned a 1D function, tra-
jectory Θr (R), corresponding to the average matter density within
spheres of radius R centred on r . The physical motivation is that the
function Θr (R) can provide an estimate for the fraction of matter
collapsed into halos (Press & Schechter 1974). Then, assuming a
rate of ionizing photon production in halos, it is possible to derive
the total number of ionizing photons in the spherical regions centred
at the point of interest. Therefore as the density field is evolved, an
ionization history can be obtained.
This approach is therefore physically based on the excursion set
framework that is widely used in structure formation theory (Bond
et al. 1991). It has become very popular in recent years because
of its high computational efficiency. Various improvements can be
made to this model, which allow the inclusion of more sophisti-
cated physics (e.g. Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014). We have used the
publicly available code 21cmFAST (Mesinger et al. 2011) which is
fundamentally based on the idea described above. In this code, the
fraction of material in collapsed objects is computed analytically
from an initial density field, which in our case corresponds to a
particular realization of the high-z initial conditions of the hydro-
dynamical simulation. To generate the reionization models used in
this paper we have just freely varied two parameters: the minimum
halo mass for producing ionizing photons, Mmin, and the ionizing
efficiency, ζ . We adopt the central-pixel-flagging algorithm instead
of the slower bubble-painting algorithm (see Zahn et al. 2011, for
a discussion of the relative accuracy of these methods) and a k-
space top-hat filter when smoothing the density field. In this work
3 With the minor corrections suggested by (Oñorbe et al. 2017b) to provide
a better fit to the observed H i and He iimean flux evolution.
we initialize 21cmFAST using the same grid as in the Nyx simula-
tions, 20483, but generate evolved density and ionization fields on
a coarser grid of 2563 (models A, B, D) or 1283 (model C). We
generate ionization fields using temporal resolution of ∆z = 0.05,
going from z = 15.0 to 6.0. From the combination of these ion-
ization fields we construct a reionization redshift field that can be
plugged in to the hydrodynamical simulation.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows a random slice of a reioniza-
tion redshift field generated using the method described above. To
generate this model we have used the z = 159 total density field of a
ΛCDM cosmological box of size Lbox = 40 Mpc h−1, Mmin = 108
M and ζ = 11.0. The exact values of these parameters are not
relevant here and we will discuss them in detail below (see Sec-
tion 3). This model produces a reionization history consistent with
current CMB constraints (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). The
middle panel presents the same slice but now showing the total den-
sity field at z = 6 obtained running a cosmological hydrodynamical
simulation. The main cosmological structures in the slice can be
identified by eye, and it can be seen that as expected there is a corre-
lation between dense structures and early values of the reionization
redshift seen in the left panel. However, the right panel shows a
Gaussian-smoothed version of the original density field at z = 6
with a filter of 1 Mpc h−1. In this case, the correlation between the
density values and the reionization map is even clearer.
The left panel of Figure 2 demonstrates that the relationship
between density and reionization redshift is not simple. It displays
the 2D histogram of the reionization redshift and the z = 6 density
field. It is clear that there is no strong correlation between the reion-
ization redshift of one resolution element and its precise density
value at z = 6 (or at any other redshift). The middle and right panels
of Figure 2 show the same slice again, but this time for a Gaussian-
smoothed version of the total density field at z = 6 with a filter of 1
Mpc h−1 and 5 Mpc h−1, respectively. In this case there is a clear,
although noisy, correlation between the reionization redshift of a
resolution element and its specific smoothed density value. A sim-
ilar correlation is found regarding of the redshift at which we pick
the density field. This shows that the reionization redshift of each
resolution element is correlated with the density field smoothed on
large scales, as expected for reionization fields generated using the
excursion set formalism (see e.g. Battaglia et al. 2013).
In this work we have created four different H i inhomogeneous
reionization models using 21CMFAST for various minimum halo
masses: Mmin = 108, 106 and 3 × 109 M (models A, B and C
respectively). We adjusted the ionization efficiency in these models
so that all of them had the median reionization redshift as close
as possible to zmedian,inhomoreion,H i = 7.75 while still having reionization
finish at z ' 6 consistent with the Lyα forest. We also generated an
extra model with Mmin = 108 with a faster reionization (model D,
cyan solid line) using an ionizing efficiency evolving with redshift,
ζ = 11.0×([1+ z]/[1+7.75])−4. The upper panel of Figure 3 shows
the ionization fraction evolution for each of these models (green,
pink and orange solid lines). The lower panel shows the evolution
of the CMB electron scattering optical depth4, τe, for each of these
models. The gray band shows the most recent constraints on τe from
CMB data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). Table 1 contains a
list of various parameters characterizing these reionization models:
the median reionization redshift, zmedian,inhomoreion,H i , the width of H i
4 We used the results of the hydrodynamical simulations to compute the
density-weighted ionization history for this model, which is the relevant
ionization history for computing τe (see e.g. Liu et al. 2016).
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Figure 1. Left panel: a ∆z = 20 kpc h−1 slice of the reionization redshift field generated using the method described in Section 2.2.1 (model A). The evolution
of the H i ionization fraction for this model can be found in Figure 3. The exact parameters used to generate this field are summarized in Table 1. Middle panel:
the same slice as in the left panel, now showing the total density field at z = 6. Right panel: the same slice as presented in the left panel this time showing the
total density field at z = 6 to which we have applied a Gaussian-smoothed filter of 1 Mpc h−1.
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Figure 2. Left panel: the 2D histogram of model A reionization redshift and the z = 6 density fields of a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation using
this model. No strong correlation between the reionization redshift of one resolution element and its precise density value is found. Middle and right panels:
2D histogram of the model A reionization redshift and the z = 6 smoothed density field with a gaussian smoothed filter of 1 Mpc h−1 (middle) and 5 Mpc
h−1 (right). This shows that the reionization redshift of each resolution element is correlated with the density field smoothed on large scales, as expected for
reionization fields generated using the excursion set formalism. See text for more details.
reionization, ∆zreion,H i = z 〈xH ii 〉=0.1 − z 〈xH ii 〉=0.99, the Thompson
scattering optical depth, τe, and the end of H i reionization redshift,
zendreion,H i.
2.3 Flash Reionization
We consider one more method, “flash”, to simulate the reioniza-
tion process in hydrodynamical simulations. It relies on the same
methodology to inject heat, but has a fixed reionization redshift
for all resolution elements in the simulation. Therefore these sim-
ulations will have only two parameters to describe the reionization
process: the redshift of reionization, zflashreion, and the heat injection,
∆T .
Of course this method misses by construction the inhomo-
geneities associated with H i reionization. However, it allows us
to easily compare them with the inhomogeneous approach and to
study in more detail the effect that these inhomogeneities can have
on different scales. Figure 3 shows a flash H i reionization evolution
model that happens at zflashreion,H i = 7.75 (black line). Note that this
value is very close to the median reionization redshift of the four
inhomogeneous runs, zmedian,inhomoreion,H i .
0.0
0.5
1.0
x H
II
(z
)
Flash z = 7.75
Model A: Mmin = 1 × 108 M
Model B: Mmin = 1 × 106 M
Model C: Mmin = 3 × 109 M
Model D: Mmin = 1 × 108 M  (fast)
0 5 10 15
z
0.00
0.05e
Figure 3. Reionization models studied in this work. Top panel: evolution
of the H i ionization fraction for the various reionization models. Note
that the models were built to have a similar median reionization redshift,
zmedian,inhomoreion,H i ' 7.75. Lower panel: the integrated electron scattering opti-
cal depth, τe, calculated from the above models using the density-weighted
ionization fraction in the simulation. The gray band denotes the latest con-
straints on τe from Planck Collaboration et al. (2018) data.
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Table 1. Summary of simulations.
Sim Method zmedianreion,H i z
end
reion,H i ∆zreion,H i τe ∆TH i ζ Mmin
[K] [M]
IR-A Inhomogeneous (Model A) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-Acold Inhomogeneous (Model A) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 1 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-Ahot Inhomogeneous (Model A) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 4 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-B Inhomogeneous (Model B) 7.90 6.05 6.06 0.07864 (0.06705) 2 × 104 5.0 1 × 106
IR-C Inhomogeneous (Model C) 7.85 6.25 3.44 0.06488 (0.06067) 2 × 104 45.0 3 × 109
IR-D Inhomogeneous (Model D) 7.63 6.85 2.55 0.06540 (0.05998) 2 × 104 evol. 1 × 108
FR Flash 7.75 7.75 0.0 0.05670 2 × 104 – –
FRcold Flash 7.75 7.75 0.0 0.05670 1 × 104 – –
FRhot Flash 7.75 7.75 0.0 0.05670 4 × 104 – –
Column 1: simulation code.
Column 2: method used to simulate reionization (see text for details).
Column 3: H i reionization median redshift.
Column 4: end of H i reionization.
Column 5: width of H i reionization, ∆zreion,H i = z 〈xH ii〉=0.1 − z 〈xH ii〉=0.99.
Column 6: Thompson scattering optical depth τe density-weighted (volume-weighted).
Column 7: total heating assumed for H i reionization.
Column 8: parameter excursion set model 1, ionizing efficiency.
Column 9: parameter excursion set model 2, minimum mass.
All simulations have a box size of length, Lbox = 40 Mpc h−1 and 20483 resolution elements.
3 SIMULATIONS
The simulations in thisworkwere runwith the Nyx code, amassively
parallel N-body gravity + grid hydrodynamics code specifically de-
signed for simulating the Lyα forest (Almgren et al. 2013). Nyx
also includes the chemistry of the primordial composition gas, and
inverse Compton cooling off the microwave background and keeps
track of the net loss of thermal energy resulting from atomic col-
lisional processes. We used the updated recombination, collision
ionization, dielectric recombination rates and cooling rates given in
Lukić et al. (2015). For more details of these numerical methods
and scaling behavior tests, see Almgren et al. (2013).
We generated the initial conditions using themusic code (Hahn
& Abel 2011). We ran the camb code (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett
et al. 2012) to create the transfer function. The initial redshift for all
simulations was zini = 159. In this work we used a standardΛCDM
cosmological model consistent, within one sigma, with the latest
cosmological constraints from the CMB (Planck Collaboration et al.
2018): Ωm = 0.3192, ΩΛ = 0.6808, Ωb = 0.04964, h = 0.67038,
σ8 = 0.826 and ns = 0.9655. We adopted the following hydrogen
and heliummass abundances: Xp = 0.76 andYp = 0.24 respectively
(therefore χ = 0.0789), to match recent CMB observations and Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (Coc et al. 2013). All simulations were run
down to z = 4.0, saving 32 snapshots5. Unless otherwise stated,
all simulations presented in this work have a box size of length,
Lbox = 40 Mpc h−1 and 20483 resolution elements.
We ran hydrodynamical simulations with the four inhomoge-
neous reionization models (IR-A, IR-B, IR-C, IR-D, named after
the reionization models used in them, see Figure 3), and the flash
reionization model (FR) described in Section 2.2. In all these runs
we assumed a total heat injection of ∆TH i = 2×104 K, which is the
standard value obtained in galaxy-driven H i reionization models
(see above). Quasar- or PopulationIII-driven scenarios may inject
more heat, as much as ∆TH i ∼ 4 × 104 K (but see D’Aloisio et al.
5 We stored snapshots at the following redshifts: 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14,
13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7.5, 7, 6.5, 6, 5.8, 5.6, 5.4, 5.2, 5, 4.8, 4.6, 4.4, 4.2, 4.
2018a, and the discussion in Section 8). So in order to study the
effects of different heat injections during H i reionization we also
ran the flash reionization model, zflashreion,H i = 7.75, and model A
inhomogeneous reionization (Mmin = 108 M) with two different
values for the heat injected during reionization: a colder model with
∆TH i = 1 × 104 K and a hotter model with ∆TH i = 4 × 104 K
(hereafter referred as IR-Acold and IR-Ahot for the inhomogeneous
runs and as FR-cold and FR-hot for the flash runs respectively).
4 COMPARISON OF FLASH AND INHOMOGENEOUS
REIONIZATION SIMULATIONS
We now present the results of the inhomogeneous and flash reion-
ization simulations. We will first focus on the differences between
these twomethods. Figure 4 shows the same slice of the temperature
field of our fiducial flash reionization simulation (FR, left column)
and inhomogeneous reionization simulation (IR-A, right column)
at z = 7, z = 6, z = 5 and z = 4 (from top to bottom respec-
tively). These two simulations have the same heat injection, ∆T ,
and the H i reionization redshift of the flash simulations is equal to
the median reionization redshift of the inhomogeneous reionization,
zflashreion,H i = z
median,inhomo
reion,H i = 7.75. Therefore at z = 7 reionization
has just finished in the flash reionization and we can see an over-
all homogeneous high temperature (top left panel), while at the
same redshift the inhomogeneous reionization (top right panel) is
still ongoing and we can clearly see the difference in temperatures
between regions that have been reionized and those that remain
neutral. At z = 5 the temperature field in the inhomogeneous ap-
proach (third row left column panel) shows lingering signatures of
the temperature fluctuations on ∼ 5 h−1 Mpc scales. In this run
different regions of the Universe are reionized and heated at dif-
ferent times, and so they asymptote to the temperature set by the
balance between photoheating and the adiabatic and Compton cool-
ing governing the temperature-density relationship at different times
(McQuinn&Upton Sanderbeck 2016). In this particular case we see
that the high-density regions, which reionized at high redshift have
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had time to cool and show lower temperatures than the low-density
regions, which were reionized much later (D’Aloisio et al. 2015;
Davies et al. 2018a). This will have implications for the properties
of Lyα at these scales, as will be discussed in detail in Section 4.1.
The high-temperature filamentary structure observed in all panels
of Figure 4 reflects the high-density regions where collapsed objects
have heated the gas to their virial temperatures. This is of course
independent of the reionization method employed6.
It is also interesting to study the differences in the temperature-
density relationship between these two runs. Figure 5 shows the
volume-weighted temperature-density histogram for the same flash
(FR, left column) and inhomogeneous (IR-A, right column) sim-
ulations at z = 7, z = 6, z = 5 and z = 4 (from top to bottom,
respectively). At z = 7, reionization has just happened in the flash
simulations (zflashreion,H i = 7.75) and therefore most of the gas is still
at high temperatures, leading to a flat temperature-density relation-
ship. As time evolves, the adiabatic and Compton cooling is efficient
enough to give rise to a steeper temperature-density relationship
despite the photoheating background. For the inhomogeneous run,
however, the temperature-density relationship is not well defined
until reionization is finished (z = 6.05 in this model). Before this
time, the temperature-density distribution is bimodal, reflecting re-
gions that have experienced reionization versus the regions that still
have not. This is clearly seen in the z = 7 temperature-density dis-
tribution (lower left panel of Figure 5). Even when reionization is
finished the inhomogeneous simulation shows a much larger scatter
than the flash simulation, especially at lower densities (see Trac
et al. 2008; Lidz & Malloy 2014; Keating et al. 2018, for similar
findings). This is produced because, as shown in Section 2, for a
fixed density there is a wide range of reionization redshifts and we
can see the effect of the different timing of the heating and cool-
ing process for all resolution elements. Towards lower redshift the
scatter is reduced, but even at z = 4 we still see a significant dif-
ference between the inhomogeneous run and the flash run (see also
Trac et al. 2008, who found similar effects using radiative transfer
simulations).
We have also measured at each snapshot the volume-weighted
temperature at mean density, T0, and the slope of the power-law
temperature-density relationship, γ, where T = T0∆γ−1. The pa-
rameters are obtained by fitting the temperature-density relation-
ship with linear least squares in log10 ∆ and log10 T using only
cells that satisfy the following criteria: −0.7 < log10 ∆ < 0.0 and
log10 T/K < 4.5. The panels in Figure 5 show as a black solid
line the results for both simulations. Changing these thresholds for
the flash simulation within reasonable IGM densities (log∆ < 0.7)
and temperatures (log10 T/K < 7) produces differences just at the
few per cent level at any redshift after reionization. We have tested
that we obtain similar conclusions if we change the fitting method
and obtain the thermal parameters, finding the median of the gas
temperature in bins of width 0.02 dex at log∆ = 0 and 0.7. We find
no relevant changes if we modify these two densities slightly (again
as long as we do not include too high densities, log∆ < 0.7). We
find, however, that the fitting procedure used seems to have a more
important role in the value of the thermal parameters in the inhomo-
geneous runs. This is true not only before reionization is complete
but also at later times. At z = 7.0 our inhomogeneous reionization
is not yet complete, so it could be argued that in order to define a
6 Note that, in contrast to some other models such as for example Trac et al.
(2008), our simulations do not include any kind of thermal feedback in the
dense regions from star formation.
clear temperature-density relationship only ionized gas should be
used (top right panel of Figure 5). Once reionization is complete, we
find that different fitting methods and parameters result in . 10%
differences of T0 and γ at z = 6 and in . 5% differences at z = 4.
Note, however, that these differences are systematics for all simu-
lations. We find that the parameters with the largest effect on the
temperature-density relationship fit are the density thresholds. Al-
though this effect has no relevant consequences for the results and
conclusions presented in this work it will have to be considered in
future studies of the IGM thermal parameters that use simulations
of inhomogeneous reionization.
In Figure 6 we present the thermal histories for a set of flash
(dashed lines) and inhomogeneous (solid lines) reionization sim-
ulations. All flash simulations share the same reionization red-
shift zflashreion,H i = 7.75 but they differ in the heat injected during
reionization: ∆T = 104 K, ∆T = 2 × 104 K, ∆T = 4 × 104 K
(blue, green and red, respectively). We show the analogous inho-
mogeneous reionization simulations with different heat injection
during reionization and the same reionization evolution in which
zmedian,inhomoreion,H i = z
flash
reion,H i = 7.75. For the inhomogeneous runs we
only show the evolution once reionization is finished (z < 6.05)
as before that time such global parameters are not very meaning-
ful. The top and middle panels of Figure 6 show the evolution
of the T0 and γ thermal parameters (respectively) governing the
temperature-density relationship determined by fitting the distribu-
tion of densities and temperatures in the simulation discussed above.
As a reference we also show in the top panel the median values of
temperature (black dots) and the 1σ scatter (black solid errorbars)
that we found for the IR-A inhomogeneous model at z = 4, z = 5
and z = 6.
The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows the evolution of the pres-
sure smoothing scale, λP, as defined by Kulkarni et al. (2015). This
parameter is defined using a pseudo real-space Lyα flux field, ob-
tained assuming no redshift space effects. This allows the effect of
the dense gas dominating the baryon power spectrum to be can-
celled, which reveals the pressure smoothing in the diffuse IGM.
Figure 6 shows that, regardless of the reionization method im-
plemented in the simulation, models with less heat injection have
lower temperatures and slightly higher γ values. These models also
produce lower pressure smoothing scales, but in this case the dif-
ferences continue after the other thermal parameters, γ and T0,
have converged. All these models have identical photoionization
and photoheating rates when reionization ends and therefore γ and
T0 converge to the same values faster than the pressure smoothing
scale, which has memory of the thermal history (Kulkarni et al.
2015; Nasir et al. 2016; Oñorbe et al. 2017b). While T0 is very
similar between the analogous flash and inhomogeneous models,
this is not the case for γ and inhomogeneous simulations show sys-
tematically lower values. This is expected from the study of the
temperature-density relationship presented above (Figure 5) as we
have seen that the slope of the temperature-density relationship is
more sensitive to the larger scatter in this relationship that appears
in inhomogeneous reionization models. However, the evolution of
the pressure smoothing scale, λP, unlike the other thermal parame-
ters, is very different between the flash and inhomogeneous models
that share the same amount of heat injection during reionization.
In the next section we consider how the differences in thermal pa-
rameters between these simulations translate into Lyα statistics. We
return to a more detailed discussion of the statistical properties of
the temperature and density field in Section 6.
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Flash Reion. Sim. (FR) Inhomogeneous Reion. Sim. (IR-A)
Figure 4. The same slice of the temperature field for our fiducial flash (FR, left column) and inhomogeneous (IR-A, right column) reionization simulations at
redshifts z = 7, z = 6, z = 5 and z = 4 (from top to bottom respectively). Thermal fluctuations are clearly seen in the inhomogeneous run well after reionization
is finished, with hotter (colder) regions tracing late (early) reionization regions.
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Figure 5. The temperature-density relationship for our fiducial flash (FR, left column) and inhomogeneous (IR-A, right column) reionization simulations at
redshifts z = 7, z = 6, z = 5 and z = 4 (from top to bottom respectively). At z = 7 reionization has just happened in the flash run (zendreion,H i = 7.75) while the
inhomogeneous run still shows a bimodal distribution. Even after reionization is finished in the inhomogeneous run (z = 6.05)a much wider temperature-density
distribution is found in the inhomogeneous simulation.MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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4.1 Lyman-α forest statistics: the 1D power spectrum
In order to further explore the differences between the inhomoge-
neous and flash reionization simulations presented above, we now
investigate the properties of their respective Lyα forests. To com-
pute the Lyα forest spectra from the simulation, we compute the
H i optical depth at a fixed redshift accounting for thermal broaden-
ing and Doppler shifts following Lukić et al. (2015). We can then
convert into a transmitted flux fraction, F = e−τ as a function of
wavelength (or time or distance). As is standard procedure, we ad-
just the UVB so that the mean flux of the extracted spectra matches
the observed mean flux at each redshift. We did not consider noise
or metal contamination in our skewers, but this does not affect any
of the main results of this work.
For each simulation we computed the 1D flux power spectrum,
P(k), of the fractional contrast, δF, at each redshift, defined as
δF=F/〈F〉−1. We computed the power spectrum of 20482 skewers
at each redshift with a length equal to the size of the box and then
calculated the average value at each mode, k. The 1D flux power
spectrum is known to be sensitive to the thermal state of the IGM,
because the Doppler broadening and the pressure smoothing reduce
the amount of small-scale structure and generate a cut-off in the flux
power spectrum P(k) at small scales (high-k) (Zaldarriaga et al.
2001; Peeples et al. 2010; Walther et al. 2018a). For this reason, the
detailed study of this cut-off can provide constraints not only on the
thermal state of the gas but also on its full thermal history (Nasir
et al. 2016; Oñorbe et al. 2017b; Boera et al. 2018). Moreover, the
large-scale properties of Lyα forest (low-k) could be used to study
possible fluctuations of the UVB or the temperature field that could
provide clues about possible sources responsible for reionization
(e.g. D’Aloisio et al. 2018b).
In this work we assumed the following mean flux values at
each redshift to be consistent (within 1σ) with recent observational
constraints. This level of accuracy is more than enough for this
work and none of the results presented in this paper depend on the
exact values assumed for the mean flux. At z = 4, and z = 4.2 we
used 〈F〉(z = 4.0) = 0.411 and 〈F〉(z = 4.2) = 0.364 respectively.
This is in good agreement (within 1σ) with observations (Becker
& Bolton 2013; Viel et al. 2013a; Eilers et al. 2018). At z = 5
and z = 5.4 we used 〈F〉(z = 5) = 0.14 and 〈F〉(z = 5.4) =
0.08, respectively, consistent with recent measurements (D’Aloisio
et al. 2018b; Bosman et al. 2018) and just above the 1σ limit of
Eilers et al. (2018). Finally, for z = 6 we assumed a mean flux of
〈F〉(z = 6) = 0.011. This is slightly above the 1σ range measured
by Bosman et al. (2018, 〈F〉(z = 6) = 0.007+0.003−0.002) and Eilers et al.
(2018, 〈F〉(z = 6) = 0.0052 ± 0.0043).
Figure 7 presents the dimensionless 1D flux power spectrum,
kP(k)/pi, computed at z = 6.0, z = 5.0, and 4.0 (left, middle and
right panels respectively) for the various flash (dashed lines; FR,
FRcold, FRhot) and inhomogeneous (solid lines; IR-A, IR-Acold,
IR-Ahot) simulations. The color of each line indicates the heat in-
jected during reionization: ∆T = 104 K (blue), ∆T = 2 × 104
K (green) and ∆T = 4 × 104 K (red). The first thing to notice
between the three panels is that the overall power level increases
with z, which is due to the average mean flux decreasing towards
higher redshift, exponentially amplifying the density fluctuations
(e.g. Viel et al. 2004; Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013; Viel et al.
2013b; Walther et al. 2018a). At each redshift, the lower panels
show the percentage difference between each flash simulation and
its analogous inhomogeneous run, that is, the one that has the same
heat input during reionization, ∆T . At low-k modes (large scales)
there is a systematic difference between the reionization approaches,
and the inhomogeneous runs show more power at these scales than
their flash counterparts. This is due to the large-scale coherence of
temperature fluctuations, which can be linked to the specific details
of the reionization model and the sources responsible for it. It can
be seen that both the overall difference in power and the k mode at
which this effect is relevant decrease with redshift. This decrease
shows how the temperature fluctuations are being attenuated in the
simulation as time evolves. As expected, inhomogeneous models
with a larger total heat injection during reionization show larger
differences from the flash reionization model because the temper-
ature fluctuations in these models are also larger. Note that the
difference between the flash and inhomogeneous models gradually
increases towards lower k modes. At high-z, z & 5, the difference
is as large as ∼ 50% for the lowest modes that we can study in these
simulations (k ∼ 1 × 10−3 s km−1). We expect these differences to
continue increasing as we go to lower k modes (e.g. D’Aloisio et al.
2018b). However, note that the overall power decreases as we go to
larger scales (lower-k), and Lyα forest observations are also limited
on the minimum scale that can be measured accurately which is
about ∼ 2 × 10−3 s km−1 (Lee et al. 2012; Palanque-Delabrouille
et al. 2013; D’Aloisio et al. 2018b). We will compare current high-z
large-scale measurements with our models in the next section.
Regardless of the reionization methodology used, simulations
with a lower heat input during reionization have the scale cut-off of
the power spectrum at higher-kmodes (small scales). This can be ex-
plained because different heat injections lead to different amounts
of pressure smoothing and thermal broadening (see Fig. 6) that
change the shape of the cut-off in the power spectra (Oñorbe et al.
2017b). Interestingly, the power spectrum at 0.02 < k < 0.1 s km−1
is very similar for inhomogeneous and flash models when using the
same heat input. At z = 6 the largest difference is ∼ 10% between
the models with the largest heat input during reionization and it de-
creases towards lower redshifts. We found that this similarity occurs
when the inhomogeneous and flash models have the same heat input
owing to reionization, ∆T , and the median redshift of reionization
of the inhomogeneous run is equal to the reionization redshift of the
flash simulation; that is, zmedian,inhomoreion,H i = z
flash
reion,H i. This has very
important implications because it suggests that the thermal fluctu-
ations associated with the inhomogeneous reionization models do
not significantly change the small-scale correlation properties of
the Lyα forest. It shows that once reionization is finished the small
scale properties of the Lyα forest in an inhomogeneous reionization
model can be reasonably well described with a flash model that
shares the same average heat injection and reionization time. It is
likely that the lowest k (i.e., the largest scale) at which both types of
models agree depends on the exact morphology of the reionization
redshift field and the relevant scale of temperature fluctuations that
arises from it. Below we will further explore this interesting result
using different inhomogeneous reionization models.
5 DIFFERENT INHOMOGENEOUS MODELS
We now turn to the results of our simulations using different in-
homogeneous reionization models: IR-A, IR-B, IR-C and IR-D in
which we have varied the dominant halo masses responsible for
H i reionization (Mmin = 108, 106 and 3 × 109 M respectively)
and adjusted the ionizing efficiency ζ such that reionization is half
complete (xH i = 0.5) at a very similar redshift (i.e. all have a very
similar zmedian,inhomoreion,H i , see Figure 3 and Section 2 for further de-
tails). We ran all these models with the same heat injection during
reionization, our fiducial value ∆T = 2 × 104 K. To illustrate the
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 7. The 1D flux power spectrum at z = 6.0, z = 5.0 and 4.0 (from left to right respectively) for a set of different flash (dashed lines) and inhomogeneous
(solid lines) models. The color of each line denotes the heat injected during reionization: ∆T = 104 K, ∆T = 2 × 104 K, ∆T = 4 × 104 K (blue, green, red
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input during reionization. Note that inhomogeneous and flash reionization models differ at low-k modes (large scales) owing to temperature fluctuations but
still agree at high-k modes (small scales).
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differences between these runs, the upper row of Figure 8 shows the
same random slice of the reionization redshift field for the four simu-
lations. These slices reveal the different characteristic morphologies
for these models, where we can see a clear trend with the charac-
teristic minimum halo mass assumed to create them. As expected,
larger minimum halo masses result in larger characteristic ionized
bubbles. Figure 8 shows the same slices of the xH i (middle row) and
temperature (bottom row) fields for these runs at z = 8, when the
ionization fraction between the models is very similar. In the lower
row it can be seen that, as expected, the morphology in the xH i field
translates directly to the temperature field at these redshifts. The
different heating times produce temperature fluctuations persisting
to lower redshifts. We now explore whether we can use the high-z
Lyα forest to discriminate between these different reionization his-
tories and morphologies. First we will check the evolution of the
thermal parameters of these models.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the thermal parameters for the
various inhomogeneous reionization simulations: IR-A, IR-B, IR-C
and IR-D (green, violet, orange and cyan lines respectively).We also
show our fiducial flash reionization simulation for comparison (FR,
dashed green lines). The top two panels show the evolution of theT0
and γ parameters describing the temperature-density relationship
of the IGM (from top to bottom). It can be seen that while all
models share the same T0 evolution, they have slightly different γ
values at a given redshift, with the largest value corresponding to
the flash model. We have checked that this is due to a larger scatter
in temperature for a fixed density in the inhomogeneous models.
Models that finished reionization at slightly later times (IR-B, IR-
C, see Figure 3) have larger scatter which translates into smaller
values fitted for the temperature-density slope, γ (see discussion
above). The bottom panel of Figure 9 presents the evolution of the
pressure smoothing scale, λP, as defined by Kulkarni et al. (2015).
We see here a similar trend to the one found for the temperature-
density slope, γ. Models that finish reionization at earlier times
show a slightly higher value of λP. As discussed above, the pressure
smoothing scale is set by the full thermal history and not by the
instantaneous temperature (Hui & Haiman 2003; Kulkarni et al.
2015).
In order to examine the possibility of distinguishing between
these scenarios using Lyα forest statistics, we also computed the
1D flux power spectrum for these simulations following the same
methodology as described in Section 4. Figure 10 shows the 1D
flux power spectrum at redshifts z = 6.0, z = 5.4, z = 5.0 and
z = 4.2. The models differ at large scales (low-k modes), with the
differences decreasing at lower redshifts. The bottom panels show
the percentage difference between each model and our fiducial in-
homogeneous simulation (IR-A). The largest-k mode below which
these differences are relevant also decreases as we go to lower red-
shifts. This is the same behavior as we found when we compared
flash and inhomogeneous models (see Figure 7). These differences
are due to the temperature fluctuations resulting from inhomoge-
neous reionization. In fact, we find that the differences between the
inhomogeneous models are directly related to the duration of H i
reionization, ∆zreion,H i. The models with a more extended reion-
ization (e.g. IR-B, see Figure 3) havemore power at large scales. This
is because the difference in temperature between the regions that
reionized early and the ones that reionized last is larger (D’Aloisio
et al. 2015). We found differences of up to ∼ 50% in the power
spectrum at k ∼ 10−3 s km−1 between flash models and the most
extended inhomogeneous reionization model (IR-B). While we are
limited by the box size of our simulations (Lbox = 40 Mpc h−1)
these results clearly indicate that using the 1D flux power spectrum
at high redshift could provide valuable constraints on the extent of
reionization.
Figure 10 also shows the recent measurements of the 1D flux
power spectrum computed by D’Aloisio et al. (2018b) at z = 5.4
using the 21 unique quasar spectra presented in (McGreer et al.
2015) (top right), Boera et al. (2018) at z = 5.0 (bottom left) and
by Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2013) at z = 4.2 (bottom right). A
precise fit to these data is beyond the scope of this paper, as differ-
ent degeneracies should be considered at the same time (e.g mean
flux, cosmology, etc). However we think that a comparison with our
various models illustrates that, based on the current observational
precision and the differences that we find between our models, we
should be able to distinguish between inhomogeneous reionization
scenarios, especially considering global fits over a range of red-
shifts. Note that, in contrast to the need for accurate measurements
of the cut-off of the 1D flux power spectrum (high-k modes, e.g.
Walther et al. 2018b), high-resolution measurements are not criti-
cal, and moderate-resolution spectra could provide the more precise
measurement of the relevant low k modes. In this regard, it is also
worth mentioning that the data presented here is constitute only a
small subset of all the data currently available.
Very interestingly, at small scales (high-k modes) all the mod-
els show a very good agreement and are within < 5% of each
other. This indicates that the cut-off of the 1D flux power spectrum
is mainly sensitive to the heat input during reionization, ∆T , and
the median reionization redshift, zmedian,inhomoreion,H i . This is consistent
with our findings comparing flash and inhomogeneous reionization
models with different heat injection (see Figure 7). This similarity
suggests that the heat input by H i reionization may be constrained
from the Lyα forest with relatively simple flash models. Finally, we
have not found any relevant features that indicate that the 1D flux
power spectrum at 4 < z < 6 is particularly sensitive to the differ-
ent specific morphologies of the reionization models with different
source populations, but this may change with larger simulation vol-
umes.
6 TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY FIELDS AT HIGH-Z
IN REIONIZATION SIMULATIONS
In order to further investigate the relationship between the large-
scale properties of the Lyα forest and the thermal properties of the
IGM we studied in more detail the properties of the density and
temperature fields of our simulations and the relationship between
them.
Our first objective was to exclude the possibility that the large-
scale power observed in the inhomogeneous runs is due to the scatter
of the temperature-density relationship and is in fact due to large-
scale (i.e. coherent) temperature fluctuations. For this purpose we
started with the temperature field of the IR-A inhomogeneous reion-
ization run at z = 6. We then generated a new temperature field by
randomly shuﬄing the temperature values7 in narrow density bins
(width in log∆ of 0.05). As a result, this new painted temperature
field that we obtained, shares the global thermal properties of the
original one but has lost any spatial correlations with the large-scale
density field. The two panels of Figure 11 illustrate this with a ran-
dom slice of the original temperature field (left panel) and the same
7 We exclude cells with temperatures higher than logT = 4.5 K and densi-
ties higher than log∆ = 1.0 from this analysis because we want to focus on
the IGM properties and exclude shock-heated cells. In any case, the results
presented here do not change if we include these cells.
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Figure 8. Top row: slices of the reionization redshift field for some of the inhomogeneous reionization simulations studied in this work, ordered from left to
right by the minimum halo mass responsible for reionization: IR-C, IR-A, IR-D and IR-B. In these models we varied the dominant halo masses responsible for
H i reionization (3× 109 M , Mmin = 108, Mmin = 108 (fast) and 106 M respectively) and adjusted the ionization efficiency so that they have a similar global
reionization history (see Figure 3). As expected, reionization models dominated by smaller halo masses show morphologies with smaller ionized bubbles.
Middle row: the same slices as in the top row, now showing the hydrogen ionized fraction for these simulations at z = 8 when they all have very similar overall
ionization fraction. Bottom row: the same slices as above showing the temperature field at z = 8. It can clearly be seen how the typical ionized bubble size of
the models directly translates into a different temperature scale.
slice for the shuﬄed temperature field (right panel) at z = 6. The
temperature-density relationship between these twomodels is indis-
tinguishable by construction and therefore the T0 and γ parameters
are identical. Because the two models also share the exact same
density field, the gas pressure effects are also identical8.
We then computed the 1D flux power spectrum for the new
model with the shuﬄed temperature field. We generated Lyα forest
skewers using the new temperature field and the original density
and velocity fields of the inhomogeneous run as well as the same
UVB.We then renormalized the flux field to the observed mean flux
at the respective redshift, as we did for the original simulation (see
§4.1). The left panel of Figure 12 shows the 1D flux power spec-
trum at z = 6 of this new model (blue solid line) compared with
the original inhomogeneous run (solid green line) and the flash run
8 Note, however, that λP is not identical between runs, because in its def-
inition the nH i field is used and this will not be the same in both runs. We
will discuss this further below.
(dashed green line). The differences at low-k modes between the
flash and inhomogeneous runs were discussed above in Section 4
(see also Figure 7), where we argued that they are due to the temper-
ature fluctuations in the inhomogeneous reionization models. The
1D flux power spectrum of the model with the painted temperature
field provides very interesting insights into the physical origin of
the most relevant features of the 1D flux power spectrum, at both
large and small scales. First, on large scales (low-k modes) its shape
seems to be more in agreement with the flash reionization model.
The lack of large-scale power corroborates the idea that the extra
power found at large scales is due to coherent temperature fluctu-
ations. On small scales, the model with the shuﬄed temperatures
shows significant extra power compared with both the flash and
inhomogeneous models.
Because the overall normalization of the flux field obscures
the effect of the different temperature fields, we also computed
the 3D power spectrum of the temperature field fluctuations (i.e.,
δT = T/T¯ − 1) at z = 6 for these three simulations: the fiducial
flash (FR) and inhomogeneous (IR-A) reionization simulations and
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density relationship, γ; and the pressure smoothing scale, λP, as defined in
Kulkarni et al. (2015).
the new model with the shuﬄed temperature. The right panel of
Figure 12 shows these results. The first thing to notice is that the
power spectrum obtained from the model in which we painted the
temperature field has a very different overall power from the other
two models. The power signal is reduced at all relevant scales and
only increases at very large values (k > 0.3 s km−1). Regarding the
power spectrum at large scales (k . 0.02 s km−1), only the fidu-
cial inhomogeneous run, IR-A, presents a significant signal. This
additional power comes from the temperature fluctuations resulting
from inhomogeneous reionization and it is missed in both the flash
model and themodel in which we shuﬄed the temperature field. It is
also interesting to focus on the small-scale differences between the
models. The flash and inhomogeneous models agree quite well for
0.02 . k . 0.1 s km−1, confirming our conclusions from the anal-
ysis of the 1D flux power spectrum of these two type of models: for
a similar heat injection during reionization the small-scale thermal
properties are very similar as long as zflashreion,H i = z
median,inhomo
reion,H i . On
top of the overall normalization mentioned above, the shape of the
3D temperature power spectrum at small scales (0.02 . k . 0.1 s
km−1) for the shuﬄed-temperature model seems to be steeper as we
go to lower k than those for the inhomogeneous or flash runs. Be-
cause we expect structure at these scales to be naturally suppressed,
it is not surprising that by shuﬄing the temperature values at a fixed
density from the inhomogeneous run we will introduce some extra
power at small scales.
We now want to further study how the density field is affected
by the reionization process. Following the analysis that we carried
out with the temperature field, we want to compute the 3D power
spectrum of the gas density fluctuations field (i.e., δρ = ρ/ρ¯ − 1).
The gas power spectrum at small scales in cosmological simulations
is dominated by high-density regions (see for exampleKulkarni et al.
2015), however, and because we are interested in the properties of
the IGM we computed the power spectrum clipping the density at
different thresholds. This allowed us to explore the properties of the
gas at lower densities corresponding to the IGM. We set all densi-
ties above the threshold to this exact value and then computed the
3D power spectrum of the gas density fluctuations of the resulting
field (therefore ρ¯ is different for each threshold). The left panel of
Figure 13 shows the 3D power spectrum of the gas density field fluc-
tuations for the flash (FR) and inhomogeneous (IR-A) simulations
at z = 5. We find that the gas density fields of the two simulations
have almost identical properties. This confirms that the gas pressure
effects in the two simulations are on average very similar, despite
the different reionization histories.
The resulting 3D clipped gas power spectrum shows a clear
cut-off which, we argue, describes the scale at which the pressure
smoothing is relevant for that density. As we decrease the value of
∆clip, this cut-off moves to lower-k modes (i.e., the gas pressure
scale increases) until we reach ∆clip ∼ 1, when the pressure scale
seems to decrease again. This cut-off can be fitted by the function
suggested in Kulkarni et al. (2015) for the pseudo real-space Lyα
flux field:
k3Pgas(k)3
2pi2
= Akn exp
(
− k
2
k2
∆
)
(2)
which has three parameters: A, n and k∆. We define the scale asso-
ciated with this cut-off as λ∆ = 1/k∆. This naturally brings out the
pressure smoothing scale - density relationship present in the den-
sity field (e.g. Gnedin & Hui 1998b). The right panel of Figure 13
shows the relationship between this cut-off scale and the clipping
overdensity measured at z = 5 for the flash (FR, FRcold, FRhot,
dashed lines) and inhomogeneous reionization (IR-A, IR-Acold,
IR-Ahot, solid lines) simulations that we discussed in Section 4. As
expected, models with a higher heat injection during reionization
have a larger pressure scale, especially at densities below ∆ ∼ 10.
Interestingly, the analogous flash and inhomogeneous simulations,
namely those share the same heat injection during reionization, have
similar values at mean density. We think that the power spectrum of
the smoothed gas density field could be a complementary and more
detailed description of the gas pressure support in hydrodynamical
simulations because it directly connects with the gas density field.
It has the advantage that it is well defined at any redshift and it does
not have any second-order dependence with the UVB or the tem-
perature fields. A full detailed study of this possibility is beyond the
scope of this paper but deserves theoretical consideration for future
work as it could help to characterize in a much more accurate way
the thermal properties of the IGM in hydrodynamical simulations.
7 UVB FLUCTUATIONS
Until now in our models we have considered a uniform UVB that
evolves with redshift9. As discussed above, recent observations of
the H i optical depth at redshift z & 5 indicate that the H i pho-
toionization and photoheating rates cannot be well described by
uniform-field (see e.g. Becker et al. 2018). In this section we ex-
plore the effect that UVB fluctuations can have in the context of our
new simulations.
We modelled fluctuations of the ionizing background in post-
processing following the approach of Davies & Furlanetto (2016).
In this approach we consider spatial variations of the mean free
path, λ912mfp, from modulations in the ionization state of optically
thick absorbers assuming that λ912mfp ∝ Γ
2/3
H i /∆, where ∆ is the local
matter density. We refer the reader to this paper for technical details.
Using this approach we created one model with a mean free
9 In the inhomogeneous reionization simulations, if a resolution element
is still not reionized the UVB is considered to be zero, but all resolution
elements see the same UVB once they are reionized.
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Figure 10. The 1D flux power spectrum at redshifts z = 6.0, z = 5.4, z = 5.0 and z = 4.2 for a set of different inhomogeneous reionization simulations: IR-A
(green solid line), IR-B (magenta solid line), IR-C (orange solid line) and IR-D (cyan solid line) with the same heat input during reionization, ∆T = 2 × 104
K. In these models we have varied the dominant halo masses responsible for H i reionization (Mmin = 108, 106 and 3 × 109 M respectively) and adjusted the
ionization efficiency so that they have a similar global reionization history (see Figure 3). We also show the 1D flux power spectrum for our FR flash reionization
simulation, zflashreion,H i = 7.75, which also has the same heat input during reionization as the inhomogeneous runs. The bottom panels at each redshift show the
percentage difference between each model and our fiducial inhomogeneous simulation (IR-A). Black circles and errorbars show observational measurements
(see text for details).
path of 〈λ912mfp〉(z = 6) = 10 cMpc. This is roughly a factor of 4 lower
than the extrapolation of the measurements in Worseck et al. (2014)
to this redshift and in this sense it can be considered an extreme
model10. Our goal in this work, however, is to explore the possible
effect that UVBfluctuations can have on the 1Dflux power spectrum
in the context of our new inhomogeneous and flash reionization
models. We computed the fluctuating H i photoionization rate, ΓH i,
at z = 6 on a uniform grid of N = 643, which resolves the large-
scale fluctuations in the radiation field, and scaled this field up to
N = 20483 (i.e., the same size as the hydrodynamical simulation)
via linear interpolation in log space. The left panel of Figure 14
shows a slice of this field and shows that for this model the difference
in the photoionization rates between regions can be as large as an
order of magnitude. From this fluctuating UVB we computed a
new neutral hydrogen density, nHI, for our fiducial flash (FR) and
10 The box size of our simulations is too small to fully simulate strong UVB
fluctuations, but we can approximate them by shrinking the mean free path.
inhomogeneous reionization (IR-A) simulations using their original
temperature and density fields for both simulations.
Using the new neutral hydrogen density we computed the op-
tical depth and the 1D flux power spectrum for each of these sim-
ulations. The right panel of Figure 14 compares the 1D flux power
spectrum of these two new models with the original non-fluctuating
ones. All models were normalized to the same mean flux. For the
flash simulation, the effect seems to be an overall rescaling of the
power spectrum at all scales. There is a small bump in power at
low-k (k < 2×10−3 s km−1), however this scale is very close to the
maximum scale measured by the simulation. The increase suggests
that the effects of the UVB fluctuations could be more significant at
even lower k (larger scales), but wewill need a larger simulation vol-
ume to study this effect further (D’Aloisio et al. 2018b). In the case
of the modified inhomogeneous reionization simulation, however,
the effects are clearer, with a change of the overall shape of the power
spectrum. There is clear drop in the power at large scales (lower k)
compared with the original model, indicating that the effect of ther-
mal fluctuations in the power is cancelled by the photoionization
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Figure 11. Painting the temperature field. The left panel shows a temperature slice of the inhomogeneous run (IR-A) at z = 6. The right panel shows a slice of
the new painted temperature field constructed to reproduce the same temperature-density relationship as in the inhomogeneous run by shuﬄing its temperature
values at fixed density. Although the two temperature-density relationships are indistinguishable by construction, the spatial correlation between the two fields
is very different for each case. See text for more details.
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Figure 12. Temperature fields in reionization simulations. Left panel: the 1D flux power spectrum of our fiducial flash reionization simulation (FR, dashed
green line), the inhomogeneous reionization simulation (IR-A, solid green line) and the painted temperature field (solid blue line). Right panel: The 3D power
spectrum of the temperature field fluctuations (i.e., δT = T/T¯ − 1) for the same simulations.
fluctuations. This cancellation is a result of the opposite direction in
which the two effects act to increase or decrease Lyα forest opacity
on large scales (Davies & Furlanetto 2016; Davies et al. 2018a).
UVB fluctuations tend to decrease the opacity in overdense regions
with more sources of ionizing photons, and to increase the opacity
in underdense regions that are distant from sources. Temperature
fluctuations act in the opposite direction: overdense regions reionize
early and are cold and opaque, while underdense regions reionize
late and are hot and transparent. It is interesting to note that the UVB
fluctuations do not seem to produce significant changes of the 1D
flux power spectrum at small scales (0.06 < k < 0.1 s km−1) for the
inhomogeneous run. The effect in this range of scales is larger when
the UVB fluctuations are applied to the flash reionization. The rise
in power in the flash runs could be related to more dense/evolved
parts of the Universe dominating the transmission. However, the
reason for the similar power between the inhomogeneous runs at in-
termediate and small scales is not clear. This could be linked to the
dispersion of the temperature-density relationship, indicating that
the small-scale structure of the Lyα forest in models with a very
tight relationship is much more sensitive to UVB fluctuations than
in models that have more scatter about their temperature-density
relationships.
8 DISCUSSION
In this work we have combined excursion set seminumerical models
with cosmological hydrodynamical simulations in order to study
the properties of the IGM and the Lyα forest to learn about H i
reionization. The combination of box size (Lbox = 40 Mpc h−1)
and spatial resolution (∆x ' 20 kpc h−1) chosen in our test runs
has been driven mainly by the convergence constraints of the small
scale Lyα forest properties. We will first discuss how this can limit
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the methodology presented in this work as well as how it can affect
the results.
The first relevant effect to be considered is the convergence
of the reionization histories and field properties produced by our
seminumerical approach that we used as input in our hydrodynam-
ical simulations. Results from 3D radiative transfer cosmological
simulations argued that box sizes of Lbox ∼ 100 Mpc h−1 or larger
are needed to yield convergent H i reionization histories (e.g. Iliev
et al. 2014). This is of course going to be related to the typical size
of ionization bubbles in the reionization model, which is related to
the sources responsible for reionization. The box size constraints
cited above assume that galaxies in haloes of Mh ∼ 107 − 108 M
are the main drivers of reionization. From a purely computational
perspective the goal of reaching Lbox ∼ 100 Mpc h−1 simulations
while maintaining the necessary spatial resolution to resolve the
Lyα forest is already doable. However, if larger halos were respon-
sible for reionization, as in quasar-dominated scenarios, the box
size needed for convergence will be larger. This is in fact currently
the main limitation to using the method introduced in this work to
simulate He ii inhomogeneous reionization models in cosmological
hydrodynamical simulations. He ii reionization is driven by rare,
luminous quasars (see e.g. Madau &Meiksin 1994) and therefore a
much larger box is needed to obtain converged reionization models,
Lbox & 500 Mpc h−1 (see e.g. Dixon et al. 2014; Davies et al. 2017;
D’Aloisio et al. 2017). A short-term solution for this problem could
be to use large-scale zoom-in cosmological simulations that can
generate accurate H i and He ii inhomogeneous reionization models
and also Lyα forest predictions in a smaller subvolume.
In order to explore the effect of box size on the results from the
hydrodynamical simulations, we ran the same flash and inhomoge-
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neous reionization models as presented in this work in a smaller
box (Lbox = 20 Mpc h−1) but using the same spatial resolution as
in the larger boxes (∆x ' 20 kpc h−1). We did not find any ma-
jor difference from the main results shown in this work. We found
convergence at the < 10% level for the 1D flux power spectrum
at 4 < z < 611 which agrees with similar recent tests using the
Nyx code (Oñorbe et al. 2017b; Walther et al. 2018a). We refer to
Lukić et al. (2015) for a more detailed discussion on resolution and
box effects in the Lyα forest properties using Nyx. Similar results
at these redshifts but for simulations using the Gadget code can be
found in Bolton & Becker (2009) and Bolton et al. (2017).
There have been several studies to test the accuracy of seminu-
merical reionization models compared with radiative transfer simu-
lations. These comparisons have shown that, despite the initial gen-
eral idea that seminumerical methods will not be accurate for recre-
ating the ionization history, because they do not chronologically
follow the state of ionization at individual grid cells, they produce
ionization histories that agree at the < 5% percentage level when
compared with radiative transfer codes (Zahn et al. 2011; Majum-
dar et al. 2014; Hutter 2018). The agreement of the morphology of
reionization between the twomethods is howevermore complicated.
Zahn et al. (2011) compared 100 Mpc h−1 box-size 3D radiative
transfer cosmological simulations with excursion set simulations
and found a good agreement with the cross-correlation coefficient
of the ionization fields in the range 0.6 < k < 1 h Mpc−1. The aver-
aging of the density and ionizing emissivity fields in seminumerical
methods results in more connected ionized regions, and strength-
ens the inside-out character of the ionization topology relative to
radiative transfer simulations. More recent comparisons (Majum-
dar et al. 2014; Hutter 2018) between radiative transfer codes and
new updated seminumerical methods, which used pre-run halo cat-
alogues, have confirmed these results. By using higher resolution
runs, however, Hutter (2018) found that the correlation between
the two methods decreases towards smaller scales k > 1 h Mpc−1
mainly for two main reasons. First, the more fractal shape of the
ionization boundaries in the radiative transfer simulations leads to
more small-scale structures in the ionization fields, and second, as
reionization proceeds the ionized regions in the two methods merge
at different points in space and time, and consequently develop in-
creasingly different shapes with time. It is therefore necessary to
perform a detailed comparison of the Lyα forest properties between
3D cosmological radiative transfer simulations with high enough
spatial resolution and the method introduced in this work by us-
ing the reionization redshift field produced by the radiative transfer
runs. We consider this to be beyond the scope of this paper, but we
plan to undertake such a comparison in future work.
It is also interesting to consider the time-scale of the reioniza-
tion process in the context of our method, because the spatial and
time-step resolution used both in generating the reionization red-
shift fields and in the hydrodynamical simulations will set an upper
limit on how well the exact morphology of the reionization models
can be tracked in the simulation. Therefore we will now discuss the
expected velocity of ionization fronts from previous works and then
put that in the context of our results. First analytical estimates of
the typical velocity of ionization fronts in the IGM during reion-
ization gave values of & ∼ 7 h−1 ckpc Myr−1 (∼ 104 km s−1, see
e.g. Strömgren 1939). This is in good agreement with cosmological
simulations with 3D radiative transfer that obtain velocities from
11 This is the convergence level at the highest k mode studied, 0.1 s km−1,
but it diminishes as we go to lower k values.
∼ 15 h−1 ckpcMyr−1 (∼ 2×104 km s−1) around individual sources
at first but accelerate up to ∼ 50 h−1 ckpcMyr−1 (∼ 7×104 km s−1)
as larger bubbles form (see e.g. Iliev et al. 2006; McQuinn et al.
2007; Trac & Cen 2007; Hirata 2018). Recently, Kaurov (2016)
presented a detailed analysis of the time-scale of the reionization
process using the results of a 3D radiative transfer cosmological
simulation. These authors computed the time delay between the
moments when each of the cells of the simulation (with a size of
∼ 156 ckpc h−1) reaches 10% and 90% ionization. They found a
distribution of values that peaked at ∼ 20 Myr (i.e., implying an
ionization front velocity of ∼ 8 h−1 ckpcMyr−1, ∼ 1×104 km s−1),
with most of the cells ranging between ∼ 10 and ∼ 50 Myr but with
an extended tail to values as high as ∼ 500 Myr12. While to gener-
ate the reionization redshift fields from the excursion set we used a
very small time-step integration, ∆z = 0.05, the spatial resolution,
∼ 230 ckpc, is the current limiting factor (see Section 2.2). Regard-
ing the hydrodynamical simulations, the spatial resolution of all
runs presented in this work is ∼ 20 ckpc/h and the typical time-step
of these simulations during reionization is ∼ 1 Myr13. Therefore
the lower limit for the ionization-front velocity in our simulations
is ∼ 20 h−1 ckpc Myr−1 (∼ 3× 104 km s−1). This is only a factor of
∼ 2 larger than the fastest ionization-front velocities expected and
therefore should be enough to capture the thermal structure of H i
reionization.
Recently, D’Aloisio et al. (2018a) studied in detail the peak
gas temperatures behind the ionization fronts, Tpost−reion, using
1D high-resolution radiative transfer simulations. They found that
Tpost−reion is only mildly sensitive to the spectrum of incident radi-
ation over most of the parameter space, with temperatures set pri-
marily by the ionization-front speeds. They measured the velocity
of ionization fronts in 3D cosmological radiative transfer SCORCH
simulations (Doussot et al. 2017), finding also a broad range of
velocities during the early phases of reionization, from ∼ 0.05 to
∼ 1.5 h−1 ckpc Myr−1 (50 to 2 × 103 km s−1). However, the ve-
locity increases to ∼ 7 h−1 ckpc Myr−1 (∼ 104 km s−1), and the
distribution narrows by the end of H i reionization. Mapping these
velocities to temperatures yields Tpost−reion = 1.7×103 −2.2×104
K during the first half of reionization, but hotter temperatures of
Tpost−reion = 2.5 × 103 − 3.0 × 104 K can be reached during the
very last phases of reionization. These findings are extremely inter-
esting in the context of this work and they indicate that assuming
just one value of Tpost−reion during reionization, as we have done in
our simulations, could be too simplistic. These findings are easy to
implement in the context of the method introduced here, however,
and therefore also allow for a more accurate, but cheap, modelling
of the process in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. We
definitely plan to explore this issue in detail in the near future.
Finally, in order to further study the effects on small-scale
Lyα statistics between our different reionization models, we also
calculated the curvature flux statistics (Becker et al. 2011). We have
confirmed that all results presented in this work for the shape of the
1D flux power spectrum cut-off regarding the comparison between
different reionization models hold also for the curvature statistics.
12 The time intervals between the snapshots limited the lowest value that
could be measured to ∼ 6 Myr but this does not affect the main results.
13 This is assuming Courant factors of ∼ 0.2 − 0.5.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a new method to model inho-
mogeneous reionization scenarios in optically thin cosmological
hydrodynamical simulations that does not increase their cost. In
this method, each resolution element in the simulation is assigned
its own reionization redshift. To account for the heating produced
by the ionization front during the first time-step of the simulation, in
which the reionization redshift is crossed, a fixed amount of energy,
∆T , is injected, which is a free parameter in the model. From the
first time-step after crossing the reionization redshift and onwards,
the resolution element is assumed to be optically thin and can see
the homogeneous UVB.
Using this method we produced a suite of 20483 and Lbox = 40
Mpc h−1 Nyx cosmological hydrodynamical simulations with dif-
ferent reionization models parametrized by the midpoint of reion-
ization, zmedianreion,H i, its duration, ∆zreion,H i, and the heat injection,
∆T . To generate different redshift reionization models we have used
seminumerical methods that combine the excursion set formalism
with the initial conditions of the simulation and approximate radia-
tive transfer methods (e.g. 21cmFAST, Mesinger et al. 2011), which
allowed us to efficiently explore the parameter space. In order to
make a comparison with the inhomogeneous models, we also ran a
set of instantaneous or flash reionization models in which we fixed
all resolution elements in the simulation to the same reionization
redshift.
We first analysed the temperature and density fields and their
relationship for all these simulations during and after reionization.
As expected, inhomogeneous reionization models enhance the tem-
perature fluctuations found in the IGM once reionization is com-
pleted, as regions that reionized early have had time to cool while
regions that reionize at late times are still warmer. For this reason
reionization models with the same heat injection but that occurred
over a longer period of time produce larger temperature fluctua-
tions (D’Aloisio et al. 2018b). Temperature fluctuations alter the
temperature-density relationship in the IGM after reionization, sig-
nificantly increasing its scatter compared with flash reionization
models.
To study the effects of these different reionization models on
the properties of the Lyα forest, we computed the Lyα 1D flux
power spectrum at 4 < z < 6, namely after reionization is finished,
for our simulation ensemble.We found that thermal fluctuations can
produce a significant increase of power (up to∼ 50%) at large scales,
k . 0.01 s km−1. Reionization models with larger thermal injection
havemore power at these scales with the differences decreasingwith
redshift as the fluctuations decrease.We quantified these differences
for our suite of simulations and showed that available observational
data could already provide interesting constraints on the duration of
H i reionization.
We confirmed that the small-scale differences in the 1D power
spectrum (high-k modes) are driven by the thermal history of the
IGM, and therefore by studying them we can constrain when H i
reionization happened and how much heat was injected (Nasir et al.
2016; Oñorbe et al. 2017b; Boera et al. 2018). Moreover, we found
that once reionization is finished, the small-scale properties of the
Lyα forest in inhomogeneous and flash reionization are very similar
provided the models share the same heat injection during reion-
ization, ∆T , and the reionization in the flash models occurs at
the median reionization redshift of the extended model, that is,
zflashreion,H i = z
median,inhomo
reion,H i . This result indicates that there is a scale
below which the correlations resulting from inhomogeneous reion-
ization average out and that the the Lyα forest properties are well
described by an average of the density-dependent thermal proper-
ties on these scales. We have shown that this scale could be as large
as k & 0.02 s km−1 at 4 < z < 6 and therefore relevant for avail-
able observations and for constraining not only reionization but also
other physical processes relevant at these scales (e.g. the nature of
dark matter).
To further investigate these findings we compared the proper-
ties of the density and temperature fields of the different reionization
models. The spatial correlations of these fields at large and small
scales show a clear correlation with the Lyα forest properties. We
confirmed that the difference in the large-scale power between the
inhomogeneous and flash models is indeed due to these correlations
and not to the larger scatter in the temperature-density relationship
that naturally arises in the inhomogeneous models. Moreover, we
showed that the spatial correlations of the density and tempera-
ture fields and their relationship are crucial to modelling the small
scales of the Lyα forest properly. In fact, we found that the clas-
sical paradigm of describing the thermal state of the IGM with
three parameters, two for the temperature-density relationship, plus
one describing the pressure scale of the gas, does not fully capture
the differences between models, once inhomogeneous reionization
models are considered with high enough precision.
We also studied the effects of UVB fluctuations in our simula-
tions to see how they could affect the Lyα forest. We constructed an
extreme model (λmfp = 10 Mpc) that we applied in post-processing
to our fiducial flash and inhomogeneous reionization simulations
and compared the 1D flux power spectrum between all these mod-
els. We found that UVB fluctuations alter the overall normalization
of the power spectrum by changing the density-optical depth map-
ping, producing effects on all scales. It is interesting however that
the UVB fluctuations seem to cancel the large-scale effects that
appear in the inhomogeneous reionization model owing to thermal
fluctuations. In any case these results indicate that this effect should
be also considered when using the 1D flux power spectrum at high
z to constrain H ireionization, cosmological parameters and/or the
nature of dark matter. It is worth noting that thermal fluctuations
will last long past the end of reionization, while UVB fluctuations
will decay faster; therefore, in principle, these effects could be dis-
entangled.
Finally, we believe that the new method introduced in this
work is an important step forward to accurately modelling the H i
and He ii reionization processes in cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations. The method is easy to implement and adds no signif-
icant extra computing cost compared with the standard approach
used in IGM and galaxy formation and evolution studies, which
assumes a simple homogeneous reionization model. We plan to fur-
ther explore the limitations of this approach both by implementing
more accurate thermal heating models and by comparing it with
high-resolution 3D radiative transfer cosmological simulations.
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APPENDIX A: INHOMOGENOUS REIONIZATION
FIELDS AND HEAT INJECTION: TESTS
In this Appendix we want to address how different assumptions
in the creation of the initial reionization field and how the heat
due to reionization is injected can affect the results presented in
this paper, as well how exactly the heat injection is implemented
in the hydrodynamical simulation. All simulations discussed here
have a box-size length of Lbox = 20 Mpc h−1 and 10243 resolution
elements. Therefore, although they cover a smaller volume than the
fiducial runs, they do have the same spatial resolution.
We first want to modify how the heat due to reionization is
injected in the simulation. In our default implementation we have
considered that there is a maximum temperature that any resolution
element can reach after reionization which corresponds to the free
parameter, ∆T . We ran a simulation (IR-A-noTthres) modifying
how the final temperature of each resolution element, Tpost−reion, is
computed in the simulation by removing the condition of setting an
upper limit of the final temperature equal to ∆T . This basically just
translates to changing Equation 1 to:
Tpost−reion = xH i,pre−reion∆T + Tpre−reion (A1)
where Tpre−reion is the temperature of the resolution element just
before reionization and xH i is its neutral fraction also before reion-
ization. Therefore resolution elements can now in fact be above the
temperature injected due to reionization, and a slightly larger scatter
in temperatures is produced. The exact parameters of this simulation
can be found in Table 1. The top panel of Figure A1 shows a slice of
the temperature field at z = 6 of a simulation run using our fiducial
model (IR-A). The left panel in the second row shows the same slice
without imposing any temperature threshold. Both slices are very
similar; however, there are some cells that are reionized at very late
times in the simulation that in the fiducial simulation have lower
temperature values (e.g. in the lower left part of the plot). However,
as the left panel of Figure A2 shows for z = 6, when the 1D flux
power spectra for both models are compared they do not show any
significant differences at scales reached by observations (k . 0.02 s
km−1). The right panel of Figure A2 shows the 3D power spectrum
of the fluctuations of the temperature field (δT = T/T¯ − 1) for these
runs. Note that, despite having slightly different mean temperature
values, the two simulations show a very similar 3D temperature
power spectrum at all scales.
In order to address the effects of the time resolution used when
generating the reionization models we created a new model (IR-A-
dz) in which we used a higher time resolution ∆z = 0.01 than in our
default runs (∆z = 0.05). The exact parameters of this simulation
can be found in Table 1. We first confirmed that using a different
time resolution did not change the reionization history of the model.
Note that, as in the previous test, in this simulationwe used Equation
(A1) to calculate the temperature after reionization (i.e. we did not
consider a temperature threshold). The right panel in the second
row of Figure A1 shows a slice of the temperature field at z = 6 of
the new model with higher resolution time. While the effect is very
subtle the temperature map is smoother in the run with a higher time
resolution. Figure A2 shows the 1D flux power spectrum at z = 6
for this model (left panel) and the 3D temperature power spectrum
(right panel) and demonstrates that the differences between the two
simulations are very small and only relevant above scales of k > 0.2
s km−1, above the modes in which we are interested in this work.
The differences in the temperature field are in agreement with the
test run in which we only modified the reionization heating (see
above).
Finally, the bottom row panels of Figure A1 show the effects of
using different smoothing algorithms to generate the high-resolution
reionization map used as input in the simulations from the one
obtained using our seminumerical approach. Our fiducial model
(top panel) does not post-process this field, but we explored the
effects of applying a simple linear interpolation scheme (IR-A-li,
bottom row left panel) and a gaussian smoothing approach (IR-A-gs,
bottom row right panel). Notice that in these two simulationswe also
used equation (A1) to calculate the temperature after reionization
(i.e. we did not consider a temperature threshold). The temperature
slices show very clearly the effect of smoothing the reionization
field generating a smoother temperature field by z = 6.
Figure A2 shows the 1D flux power spectrum (left panel) and
the 3D temperature power spectrum (right panel) at z = 6 for the
two smoothed models (dotted orange and red lines for the linear and
gaussian interpolation respectively). While the flux power spectrum
shows that the differences from our fiducial run are not relevant
at the scales studied in this work (k < 0.1 s km−1) they have a
substantial effect at smaller scales. This is even clearer when we
look at the 3D temperature power spectrum, as at small scales the
smoothing clearly changes its overall shape. Therefore we decided
not to smooth any reionization field in our fiducial runs. Although
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Table 1. Summary of simulations used to test the reionization field.
Sim Method zmedianreion,H i z
end
reion,H i ∆zreion,H i τe ∆TH i η Mmin
[K] [M]
IR-A Inhomogeneous (Model A) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-A-noTthres Inhomogeneous (Model A-no T threshold) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-A-dz Inhomogeneous (Model A-∆z) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-A-li Inhomogeneous (Model A-lin-interp) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
IR-A-gs Inhomogeneous (Model A-gauss-smo) 7.75 6.05 4.82 0.7120 (0.06260) 2 × 104 11.0 1 × 108
Column 1: Simulation code.
Column 2: Method used to simulate reionization. See text for more details.
Column 3: H i reionization median redshift.
Column 4: H i reionization end redshift.
Column 5: Width of H i reionization. ∆zreion,H i = z0.99reion,H i − z0.1reion,H i.
Column 6: Thompson scattering optical depth τe density-weighted (volume-weighted).
Column 7: Total heating assumed for H i reionization.
Column 8: Parameter excursion set model 1. Efficiency.
Column 9: Parameter excursion set model 2. Minimum mass.
The simulations used for these tests have a box size of length, Lbox = 20 Mpc/h and 10243 resolution elements.
this result is not relevant for the results presented in this work, it
raises some doubts about the accuracy at very small scales k > 0.1
s km−1. It is, however, still not clear if these differences are caused
by the spatial resolution of the hydrodynamical simulation or by
some intrinsic limitations of the reionization models used in this
work. Recent works have shown that pushing observations of the
1Dflux power spectrum beyond the classical limit of k = 0.1 s km−1
could significantly improve the various constraints obtained from
this observable on H i reionization and probably other physics (e.g.,
the nature of dark matter; Nasir et al. 2016). Therefore a detailed
analysis of these high-resolution effects will be crucial for accurate
models of the 1D flux power spectrum.
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Figure A1. Slice of the temperature field at z = 6 for various simulation tests on the small-scale structure of the reionization field. Top row: method used in
our fiducial runs. Second row left panel: reionization heating in the simulation with no temperature threshold. Second row right panel: input reionization field
generated with a higher time resolution. Bottom row left panel: input reionization field smoothed using linear interpolation. Bottom row right panel: input
reionization field smoothed using gaussian interpolation. See text for more details.
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Figure A2. The 1D flux power spectrum at z = 6 (left panel) and the 3D temperature power spectrum at z = 6 (right panel) for a set of simulation tests on our
new method to simulate inhomogeneous reionization models in hydrodynamical simulations. Both plots show the following models: our fiducial method (cyan
solid line, IR-A), reionization heating in the simulation with no temperature threshold (dashed green line, IR-A-noTthres), input reionization field generated
with a higher time resolution (dot-dashed blue line, IR-A-dz), input reionization field smoothed using linear interpolation (dotted orange line, IR-A-li), input
reionization field smoothed using gaussian interpolation (red dotted line, IR-A-gs). We do not find any significant changes in the main results presented in this
work for any of these variations. See text for more details.
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